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ABSTRACT 
We solve an inverse eigenvalue problem for a special class of matrices. 
Let 
lo 0 0 ... o\ 
1 0 0 ... 0 
B,= 1 1 0 ... 0 ) 
. 
. . . . . 
,l 1 1 *.. 0, 
and let CY and p be parameters. We consider the inverse additive eigenvalue 
problem for the matrix (YE?, + pB,T, i.e. to find a diagonal matrix D, = 
diagca,,..., a,) so that the eigenvalues of the matrix 
A,,= D,+aB,+PB,T 
are exactly the n numbers A,, . . . , A, given in advance. 
We denote the elementary symmetric polynomial of the k th degree of the 
diagonal elements (Y~,. . . , a, of A, by St”): 
sz”’ = c &ilai. z--*~ik, k=l,Z ,..., n. 
1 < i, < < ik < R 
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and set SF) = 1. Let 
spy A) = c (A-(Yil)(h-LYj2)...(h-ai~), k=l,...,n. 
1 Q i, < < ik 
Then 
S:“‘(A) = ; (- l)‘C~~~S~“)Ak-‘. (1) 
t=o 
Let A,, A,, . . . , A,, be the eigenvalues of A,, and its elementary symmetric 
polynomials be denoted by ak (k = 1,2, . . . , n). Then we have 
THEOREM 1. Given parameters CY, j3. lf A,, . . . , A,, are eigenvalues of the 
special matrix 
A,, = D, + aB, + PB;I, 
then the diagonal elements CY~, . . , a, of A,, are precisely the n roots of the 
polynomial of the nth degree 
f(x) = : (- l)kSb”‘X”-k, 
k=O 
(2) 
in which Spj is to be calculated according to 
k-l 
sp = Uk + c 
t=o 
(_ l)k + tc,“~;Sjn), k=1,2 ,..., n. (3) 
Here we set 
i+j=o i+j=l 
i,jr1 i,j> 1 
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&ooJ. Clearly, LY,, a2,. . . , ff, are n roots of the polynomial (2). We 
prove the formula (3). By induction, we obtain 
det( 0, - (YB, - PBT) = - 
i-o(,ii~~_i.+~)~ 
k 
i,j > 1 
(4) 
From (4) and (1) we get the characteristic polynomial of A,: 
det( AZ - A,) = det(diag( A - cri, . . . , A - a,) - (aB, + PBF)) 
In another way, 
det(AZ - A,,) = k (- l)“-So,_,AS. (6) 
From (5) and (6), we get (3). Therefore Theorem 1 holds. n 
REMARK. When A,, A,,. . ., A, are real numbers and /3 = E is a complex 
number (aZ3, + pZ?z is a Hermitian matrix), or A,,. .., A,, a.P are all real 
numbers, then the polynomial (2) is a polynomial with real coefficients. 
When A,, . , A,,, p = cy are all real numbers, Theorem 1 is just Theorem 2 
of 111. 
In this case, it is useful to discuss sufficient and necessary conditions for 
which the polynomial (2) has n real roots. Consult [2] for the solvability of 
the inverse eigenvalue problem for a general matrix A. 
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